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ABSTRACT
Joint encounter (JE) models estimate demographic rates using live recapture and dead
recovery data. The extent to which limited recapture or recovery data can hinder
estimation in JE models is not completely understood. Yet limited data are common in
ecological research. We designed a series of simulations using Bayesian multistate JE
models that spanned a large range of potential recapture probabilities (0.01–0.90)
and two reported mortality probabilities (0.10, 0.19). We calculated bias by comparing
estimates against known probabilities of survival, fidelity and reported mortality.
We explored whether sparse data (i.e., recapture probabilities <0.02) compromised
inference about survival by comparing estimates from dead recovery (DR) and JE
models using an 18-year data set from a migratory bird, the lesser snow goose (Anser
caerulescens caerulescens). Our simulations showed that bias in probabilities of survival,
fidelity and reported mortality was relatively low across a large range of recapture
probabilities, except when recapture and reported mortality probabilities were both
lowest. While bias in fidelity probability was similar across all recapture probabilities,
the root mean square error declined substantially with increased recapture
probabilities for reported mortality probabilities of 0.10 or 0.19, as expected. In our
case study, annual survival probabilities for adult female snow geese were similar
whether estimated with JE or DR models, but more precise from JE models
than those from DR models. Thus, our simulated and empirical data suggest
acceptably minimal bias in survival, fidelity or reported mortality probabilities
estimated from JE models. Even a small amount of recapture information provided
adequate structure for JE models, except when reported mortality probabilities
were <0.10. Thus, practitioners with limited recapture data should not be
discouraged from use of JE models. We recommend that ecologists incorporate
other data types as frequently as analytically possible, since precision of focal
parameters is improved, and additional parameters of interest can be estimated.
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INTRODUCTION
Joint encounter (JE) models provide a unified framework for ecologists and evolutionary
biologists to incorporate information from live recaptures and dead recoveries from the
same sample of marked organisms (Burnham, 1993; Lebreton et al., 1995). Provided that
dead recovery (DR) data are obtained throughout the entire range of a species, such models
permit estimation of probabilities for true survival (S), fidelity to the capture-recapture
study area (F), recapture (p) and reported mortality (r). Reported mortality is defined as
the probability that a marked animal is found dead and reported, and mathematically
expressed as r ¼ f

1�Sð Þ where f is the Brownie et al. (1985) probability of recovery
(White, Cordes & Arnold, 2013); Seber’s (1970) parameterization used λ as notation for r.
Information entered into JE models includes whether an individual is seen alive,
reported dead or not seen during a defined sampling period, and thus imperfect detection
can be explicitly modelled and accounted for. Ecologists have adapted these models to the
Bayesian and/or multistate frameworks (Barker, White & McDougall, 2005; Kendall,
Conn & Hines, 2006; Kéry & Schaub, 2012; Lebreton, Almeras & Pradel, 1999), which
permits inclusion of prior information as well as calculation of probabilities from state
transition and observation matrices for more robust estimation. Thus, recent JE models are
flexible for a variety of objectives and research questions.

Although JE models rely on live recapture and DR data, the extent to which limited
information in one or both data types could hinder estimation of demographic rates
remains unclear. For example, there are few published studies illustrating the influence of
limited recapture data on fidelity estimation or precision of survival estimation (where
strong information from multiple data types could improve precision) in JE models.
Barker & Kavalieris (2001) demonstrated improvement in precision of survival estimates
when recapture and resighting data were jointly modeled, but their work was largely
theoretical and did not include recovery data. A potential problem of including recovery
data is low average mortality in some species or limited opportunities for the recovery
of dead individuals. Both of these scenarios can lead to infrequently-collected recovery
data (i.e., low sample size) and poorly-estimated survival and recovery probabilities.
In these cases, survival estimates could be bolstered by recapture data, depending on
number of marks released and model complexity. Sparse or missing data are common in
ecological research. Thus, there exists a need to understand the extent to which data
limitations influence estimation and bias of demographic rates in the JE framework across
a gradient of parameter space.

We were motivated to understand the influence of data limitations on bias and precision
of estimates from JE models because we wanted to quantify the relative contribution of
demographic rates to population growth rate in an Arctic-nesting migratory bird, the
lesser snow goose (Anser caerulescens caerulescens; hereafter snow goose). Between the
1980s and late 2000s, snow goose populations increased rapidly in the central Canadian
Arctic (Alisauskas et al., 2011), prompting concern about the negative impacts to Arctic
fauna and flora (Batt, 1997). More recently, snow goose population growth rates have
stabilized (Alisauskas et al., 2011) and the demographic mechanisms behind this
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development are unclear, although declining recruitment is suspected (Ross et al., 2017;
Ross et al., 2018). Another hypothesis for stability is increased permanent movement of
birds among numerous breeding colonies that range from Alaska to the eastern Canadian
Arctic, which can be tested through estimation of a fidelity probability. While fidelity
estimation is not possible in DR models, it is a feature of JE models using recapture data.
Importantly, snow geese have been recaptured in the central Canadian Arctic over the
period of population increase and stabilization. While probabilities of reported mortality
by snow geese across North America are moderate (i.e., 0.18–0.20), annual recapture
probabilities at Canadian Arctic banding sites are low (i.e., <0.02, Wilson, Alisauskas &
Kellett, 2016), and similar to other waterfowl banded in North America (Doherty et al.,
2002); low recapture probabilities could bias demographic rate estimation, particularly for
probabilities such as fidelity that are directly informed by recaptures. Conservation
planning for snow geese and many waterfowl species is often based on rich DR data, even
though limited recapture data are often available as well. Thus, quantifying the “value
added” of limited recapture data to estimation of otherwise inestimable probabilities such
as fidelity and jointly estimable probabilities such as survival could better inform
practitioner decision-making and conservation application.

We designed a series of simulations using JE models that spanned a large range of
potential p (i.e., 0.01–0.90) and several r (i.e., 0.10–0.19). We calculated bias in S, F and
r to understand the extent to which limited recapture data restricted estimation and
inference capacity. We expected that (1) F would be less precise and more biased at low
recaptures, and this would be most pronounced at lower r, (2) S and r would be
estimable because of recoveries, and (3) S would be more precise and less biased with
increased p. We then developed JE and DRmodels using an 18-year data set for snow geese
to estimate F, and compare S from models with and without recapture information to
determine if precision was improved when recapture data were included. We expected
little improvement in S for the JE model relative to the DR model because previous
analyses indicated p for adult female snow geese was very low (Wilson, Alisauskas &
Kellett, 2016).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Simulations
We simulated individual capture histories for 100 individuals marked annually for 10 years
using mean (and annual standard deviation) S = 0.90 (0.02), F = 0.90 (0.07) and r = 0.10
(0.02) and 0.19 (0.02) based on demographic rates for snow geese estimated from
previous analyses (Wilson, Alisauskas & Kellett, 2016), and p = 0.01, 0.20, 0.50 and 0.90.
Values for each probability were simulated using a normal distribution on the logit
scale and then back-transformed to generate year-specific probabilities for each of the
10 years as follows: S = {0.93, 0.88, 0.91, 0.74, 0.90, 0.86, 0.95, 0.90, 0.82}, F = {0.84, 0.93,
0.65, 0.83, 0.72, 0.99, 0.90, 0.74, 0.89}, r (0.10) = {0.10, 0.06, 0.13, 0.09, 0.12, 0.13, 0.11,
0.08, 0.10}, r (0.19) = {0.22, 0.24, 0.17, 0.17, 0.20, 0.22, 0.20, 0.19, 0.14}, p (0.01) =
{0.03, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.02, 0.01}, p (0.20) = {0.31, 0.08, 0.13, 0.17, 0.36,
0.16, 0.21, 0.31, 0.20}, p (0.50) = {0.64, 0.37, 0.27, 0.57, 0.63, 0.54, 0.64, 0.33, 0.59} and
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p (0.90) = {0.91, 0.94, 0.85, 0.84, 0.93, 0.92, 0.88, 0.92, 0.93}. We formed eight possible
combinations of S, F, r and p (e.g., combination 1: S, F, r = 0.10, p = 0.01), and used the
same generated values for all simulations. We formed JE models in a Bayesian multistate
framework using simulated data to quantify the influence of variable recapture and
reported mortality information on estimation of four probabilities pertinent to local
demography: survival, fidelity, recapture and reported mortality. We chose minimally
informative priors with uniform distributions for F (U 0; 1ð Þ), S (U 0; 1ð Þ), p (U 0; 1ð Þ) and r
(U 0; 1ð Þ) parameters. We included random time effects on all parameters, using a
Normal distribution with mean 0 and variance σ2. We used a state-space formulation for
JE models comprised of state transition and observation matrices. All simulations involved
identical model structure including four possible states: “alive in study area”, “alive
outside study area”, “recently dead” and “dead”. In this framework, only recently dead
individuals could be recovered. We considered the true state of individual i at time t as zi;t .
We assumed no error in state assignment, and thus the first encounter, fsi, equaled the
observed state at first encounter (i.e., zi;fi= fsi, where fi was first encounter of individual i).
Our state transition matrix (Ω) was four-dimensional, composed of the current state,
future state, individual i and time t. Thus, we calculated the probability that individual i
was in state a at time t and state b at time t + 1 according to:

zi;tþ1jzi;t� categorical �zi;t ;1...s;i;t
� �

where s represented the four possible states. We used a categorical distribution for a vector
of a complete row ofΩ for given values of dimensions zi;t , i and t. Following Kéry & Schaub
(2012), Ω included survival, fidelity and reported mortality, and modelled all possible
probabilities of transitioning between states from time t to time t + 1 (Box 1).

Our observation matrix (�) linked possible and observed states and contained three
possible observable states: “seen alive”, “recovered dead” and “not seen or recovered” with
recapture according to:

yi;tjzi;t� categorical �zi;t ;1...o;i;t
� �

where y comprised the simulated JE data and o represented 3 observable states (Box 2).
We used a categorical distribution for a vector of a complete row of � for given values of
dimensions zi;t , i and t. We included r in the Ω instead of the � to overcome an update
problem, as described in Kéry & Schaub (2012).

We ran JE models using program JAGS (Plummer, 2003) through package jagsUI
(Kellner, 2014) in Program R (R Development Core Team, 2016). For simulations with
r = 0.19, we relied on 3 chains of length 40,000, with burn-in 20,000 and thin of 10, while
for those with r = 0.10, the number of iterations and burn-in to achieve convergence
depended on the recapture probability (i.e., when p = 0.01: 500,000 iterations with burn-in
100,000; when p = 0.20: 600,000 iterations with burn-in 550,000; when p = 0.50: 400,000
iterations with burn-in 350,000; when p = 0.90: 150,000 iterations with burn-in 100,000).
We assessed convergence with R-hat (Brooks & Gelman, 1998) and visual inspection of
chains, and stored posteriors when R-hat < 1.05 and chains were well mixed to draw
inference from well-estimated parameters. We evaluated estimates by calculating bias as
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the difference between the mean estimated random effect values and inputted value, as well
as root mean square error (RMSE, calculated as RMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
SD2 þ bias2

p
) from posterior

distributions. We anticipated that bias and RMSE could be slightly optimistic because we
evaluated the behavior of the mean using random time effects. Source code for our
simulations are in the Supplemental Files.

We parameterized an additional set of simulations with reported mortality probabilities
0.02 and 0.05, and recapture probabilities 0.01, 0.20, 0.50 and 0.90, with all other
model specifications identical to our other simulations. We experienced convergence
difficulties (e.g., R-hat > 1.75) in survival, fidelity and reported mortality probabilities in all
of these additional models, even with informed priors. Thus, researchers with recapture
data but only sparse recovery data may consider using capture-recapture models instead of
JE models.

Snow geese
During August from 1997 to 2014, we caught 18,409 adult female snow geese during
their flightless phase north of Karrak Lake in the Queen Maud Gulf (Ahiak) Migratory
Bird Sanctuary in Nunavut, Canada (67� 14′ N, 100� 15′ W; Alisauskas et al., 2012;
Slattery & Alisauskas, 2007; Wilson, Alisauskas & Kellett, 2016). We marked individuals
with metal leg bands engraved with a unique numeric identifier permitted from the
U.S. Geological Survey/Canadian Wildlife Service. We followed all animal marking
protocols in capturing, handling and banding birds (Canadian Council on Animal Care
permit number 19960014, Canadian Wildlife Service bird banding permit number 10569,
both to RTA). Marked individuals could be recaptured during subsequent annual
banding operations and/or recovered when harvested by hunters and reported to the Bird
Banding Laboratory (see Table 1 for annual captures, recaptures and recoveries).

To quantify snow goose “baseline” survival (i.e., in the absence of limited recapture
data), we formed a Bayesian DR model with Seber parameterization that estimated
time-dependent survival and reported mortality probabilities (Brownie et al., 1985; Seber,
1970). For improved computational efficiency and model run time, we summarized
snow goose captures and reported mortalities in the m-array format, whereby rows were
capture years and columns were reported mortality years (Burnham et al., 1987;Williams,
Nichols & Conroy, 2002). We computed posterior distributions from the DR model

Box 1 The state transition matrix associated with our simulations representing probabilities of
transitioning from a true state at time t to a true state at time t + 1. Parameters included survival
(S), fidelity (F) and reported mortality (r) probability.

True state at time t True state at time t + 1

Alive, inside Alive, outside Recently dead Dead

Alive, inside SF S (1 − F) (1 − S) r (1 − S) (1 − r)

Alive, outside 0 S (1 − S) r (1 − S) (1 − r)

Recently dead 0 0 0 1

Dead 0 0 0 1
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using program JAGS (Plummer, 2003) through package jagsUI (Kellner, 2014) in Program
R (R Development Core Team, 2016). We chose priors with uniform distributions
informed by snow goose demography for survival (S � U 0; 1ð Þ) and reported mortality
(r � U 0:1; 0:4ð Þ) parameters (Wilson, Alisauskas & Kellett, 2016), and 3 chains of length
50,000, burn-in of 25,000 and thin of 10. As in simulations, we assessed convergence
using R-hat (Brooks & Gelman, 1998) and visual inspection of chains, and stored posteriors
when R-hat < 1.05 and chains were well mixed to draw inference from well-estimated
parameters.

Building on the DR model, we formed a Bayesian JE model to estimate snow goose
survival, fidelity, recapture and reported mortality probabilities. This permitted

Box 2 The observation matrix associated with our simulations representing the linkage between true
and observed states at time t, and including parameter recapture probability (p).

True state at time t Observed state at time t + 1

Seen alive Recovered dead Not seen or recovered

Alive, inside p 0 1 − p

Alive, outside 0 0 1

Recently dead 0 1 0

Dead 0 0 1

Table 1 The number of snow goose captures (releases), recaptures and recoveries per year,
1997–2014, near Karrak Lake, Nunavut, Canada.

Year Captures Recaptures Recoveries

1997 384 0 0

1998 808 1 5

1999 383 15 22

2000 522 11 33

2001 576 21 44

2002 502 18 47

2003 1373 16 48

2004 1773 43 71

2005 1410 90 109

2006 555 46 112

2007 1323 56 93

2008 1134 57 115

2009 1252 90 115

2010 1692 105 91

2011 1255 45 151

2012 1077 79 152

2013 1081 80 188

2014 1309 119 192
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comparisons of the posterior distributions of survival and reported mortality probabilities
between DR and JE models. We chose priors with uniform distributions based on
previously reported snow goose demography (F � U 0:5; 1ð Þ, S � U 0:5; 1ð Þ, p � U 0; 0:3ð Þ
and r � U 0; 0:5ð Þ; Wilson, Alisauskas & Kellett, 2016). As with our simulations, we
included random time effects on all parameters, using a Normal distribution with mean 0
and variance σ2. Our model specification (including Ω and �), convergence assessment
and storage of posteriors were identical to those used in simulations, except that we used 3
chains of length 80,000, burn-in of 40,000 and thin of 10 to achieve convergence.
We calculated the coefficient of variation (CV) for survival and reported mortality
probabilities to compare the precision in annual estimates from JE and DR models. Source
code for DR and JE models, and snow goose data are in the Supplemental Files.

RESULTS
Simulations
Generally, bias and RMSE in survival, fidelity and reported mortality probabilities
estimated from simulated data and JE models were low across our range in probabilities of
recapture (i.e., 0.01–0.90) and reported mortality (i.e., 0.10–0.19). There was substantial
overlap in estimates of bias and RMSE for all survival probabilities estimated from models
using different recapture and reported mortality probabilities (Figs. 1A and 1D). While
bias in fidelity probability was consistent and low (<0.05) across all recapture probabilities,
RMSE of fidelity at the lowest recapture probabilities was much larger than at the
highest probabilities of recapture, and this effect was even more pronounced at lower
probabilities of reported mortality (Figs. 1B and 1E). Mean bias and RMSE in reported
mortality probability were generally low and similar across the range of recapture
probabilities. However, when the probability of reported mortality was low, bias and RMSE
were much larger at lower probabilities of recapture and declined substantially with
increased recapture probability; when p = 0.90, bias and RMSE were similar regardless of
reported mortality probability (Figs. 1C and 1F).

Snow geese
Annual survival probabilities for adult female snow geese were similar whether estimated
with JE or DR models (mean from JE model 0.89, 95% CRI 0.86–0.91; mean from
DR model 0.88, 95% CRI 0.78–0.96; Fig. 2A). However, the CV of survival estimates from
the JE model were <0.02, while they were <0.07 from the DR model. Thus, survival
estimates from the JE model were more precise than those from the DR model. Fidelity
probability was relatively stable over time (mean 0.91, 95% CRI 0.78–0.99; Fig. 2B), as were
the very low probabilities of recapture (mean 0.02, 95% CRI 0.01–0.03). Reported mortality
probabilities were greater than recapture probabilities but similar between models
(i.e., mean from JE model 0.17, 95% CRI 0.14–0.21; mean from DR model 0.20, 95% CRI
0.10–0.38; Fig. 2C). However, the CV for the reported mortality probability from the
JE model were <0.12, while they were <0.44 from the DR model. Thus, the reported
mortality probabilities from the JE model were far more precise than those from the DR
model.
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DISCUSSION
Our simulations and empirical data suggest no appreciable bias in survival, fidelity or
reported mortality probabilities from Bayesian JE models, unless probabilities of recapture
and reported mortality are both exceptionally low. Importantly, the addition of even
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Figure 2 Survival (A), fidelity (B), recapture and reported mortality (C) probabilities estimated for
lesser snow geese from 1997 to 2014 using JE (S, F, r and p) and DR (S and r) models. The JE and DR
models were used to quantify whether precision of DR estimates could be improved by JE estimates
despite low recapture probabilities (e.g., p = 0.02). Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.9382/fig-2
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limited recapture information considerably increased precision of estimated survival
probabilities compared to a model that used only recovery data. The minimal bias in
fidelity, even at the lowest recapture probabilities, was particularly encouraging although
somewhat unexpected because fidelity is informed largely by recapture data. Simulation
results for RMSE more closely matched our expectations, whereby RMSE values declined
with increasing recapture probabilities, and the decline was steepest when reported
mortality probability was 0.10 compared to 0.19. These results suggest that when the
reported mortality probability is ≥0.10, a recapture probability of ≥0.20 provides adequate
structure for practitioners to use the JE model framework efficiently. If practitioners are
faced with reported mortality probability of ≥0.19, then even a small amount of recapture
information (e.g., p = 0.01) provides increased precision in the parameter estimates.
We recommend that researchers with reported mortality probability <0.19 and low
recapture probabilities continue to interpret results cautiously.

While we are not aware of research explicitly evaluating bias and RMSE in JE models,
our results are similar to those from recent simulation studies that explored heterogeneity
using waterfowl life histories and comparable model specification with DR models
(White, Cordes & Arnold, 2013; Dooley et al., 2019).White, Cordes & Arnold (2013) found
that substantial variation in reporting rate did not appreciably increase bias in survival
probabilities. Dooley et al. (2019) reported greater bias than we found in survival and
recovery probabilities when two age classes were modeled for Canada geese (Branta
canadensis) in the North American mid-continent, and negligible bias, similar to our
findings, when three age classes were modeled. Thus, while heterogeneity in survival can be
ecologically important to estimate, we do not anticipate that unmodeled heterogeneity
substantially and directionally biased estimates in our application of JE models as they
were based only on adult females.

The convergence of model results, and bias and precision of parameter estimates, also
likely depended on sample size. We chose an annual sample size of 100 newly marked
individuals for all simulations, which matched common capture-recapture projects in
ecological literature (Cilimburg et al., 2002; Clark et al., 2018; Sedinger et al., 2007).
We anticipate that larger sample sizes would improve convergence when probability of
reported mortality is low, and greater recapture probabilities are expected to render
parameters estimable. We encourage practitioners to further develop our JE models to
evaluate project-specific questions and study designs. Particularly relevant future work
could explore: (1) age structure, for example, parameter redundancy in age-dependent
recovery models (Lakhani & Newton, 1983) and whether the addition of recapture data
helps to resolve redundancy, (2) individual heterogeneity, for example, in permanent
emigration to detect senescence in survival (Péron et al., 2010), and (3) sampling design,
for example, to overcome identifiability issues in one or multiple data types (Freeman,
Morgan & Catchpole, 1992). We recommend that researchers exploring these extensions
continue to monitor bias and precision in estimates from JE models pertinent to their
studies.

Results from our empirical case study with snow goose data suggest that survival and
reported mortality probabilities were more precisely estimated from JE models than from
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DR models. In the case of survival estimation, we interpret this as further evidence of
the quality and complex structure associated with recapture data. For both survival and
reported mortality probabilities, we suspect that the difference in model structure between
JE and DR models was responsible for differences in estimation precision; the multistate
approach in our JE model used multiple data types to link true and observed states
(Burnham, 1993; Lebreton et al., 1995), which were not features of our DR model. The JE
model also included random time effects, with shrinkage of estimates toward the grand
mean, which may further improve precision if the shrinkage removes Markov chain Monte
Carlo error instead of temporally-varying process variation. Thus, in addition to
minimal bias in fidelity at low recapture probabilities, practitioners can expect improved
precision of survival and reported mortality probabilities for greater inference when using
our multistate approach with JE models.

Our estimates of snow goose survival and fidelity are consistent with other recent
analyses conducted using similar JE models for this population (e.g., in Program MARK;
Calvert, Alisauskas & Kellett, 2019; Wilson, Alisauskas & Kellett, 2016). Integration of
productivity data with abundance estimates and data used to estimate survival and fidelity
suggests that snow goose population growth rates have stabilized in the central Canadian
Arctic, and may have begun to decline more recently because of declines in fecundity
and fidelity. One such hypothesis for stability is increased permanent movement of birds
among numerous breeding colonies that range from Alaska to the eastern Canadian
Arctic. There is recent support from multistate JE models that suggests metapopulation
movements among snow goose colonies could explain much of the change in local
population trajectories (R. Alisauskas, 2006–2015, personal observations). Yet our fidelity
probabilities showed no substantial temporal trend. An alternative hypothesis is that
declines in adult survival contributed to stabilizing population growth, but we also found
no temporal trends in survival. However, our estimates were from adult females only.
Adult males and juveniles are known to have greater dispersal propensities than adult
females (Cooke, MacInnes & Prevett, 1975; Cooch, Rockwell & Brault, 2001; Wilson,
Alisauskas & Kellett, 2016). Adults also show more stable annual survival probabilities over
time compared to juveniles (Traylor et al., 2012). Thus, inclusion of data from the
three other age-sex classes would permit a more robust evaluation of the extent to which
either (1) dispersal or permanent emigration (i.e., the complement to fidelity) from
the Karrak Lake region, or (2) declines in survival explain the recent stabilization and
possibly the start of a decline in snow goose population growth rate there. If fidelity and
survival estimates are representative of the other age-sex classes, then any temporal
variation in permanent movements must be balanced by immigration or productivity;
the former has never been estimated for this population, while the latter has been
monitored and is far more variable than fidelity or survival over the study period
(Ross et al., 2017, 2018). To properly evaluate drivers of snow goose demography in the
central Canadian Arctic with minimal bias from low recapture probabilities, we
recommend development of an integrated population model that links population
dynamics with hypothesized drivers, such as cross-seasonal effects of climate and
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landscape change (Sedinger & Alisauskas, 2014). Such a model could provide a
comprehensive demographic assessment for continued conservation planning of this
population (Zipkin & Saunders, 2018). This is necessary because snow geese are still
considered abundant and harvested virtually without restrictions to open seasons, daily
take or hunt methods in Canada and the U.S. Recent evidence suggests that current harvest
pressure has had little to no impact on the population (Alisauskas et al., 2011; Calvert,
Alisauskas &White, 2017). Therefore, the role of demographic parameters other than adult
survival (such as recruitment, philopatry and adult fidelity, and even metapopulation
source-sink dynamics) to local population change merit greater attention.

CONCLUSIONS
We designed a series of simulations using Bayesian multistate JE models that spanned a
large range of potential recapture probabilities (0.01–0.90) and two reported mortality
probabilities (0.10, 0.19). We calculated bias by comparing estimates against known
probabilities of survival, fidelity and reported mortality. We also explored whether sparse
data (i.e., recapture probabilities <0.02) compromised inference about survival by
comparing estimates from DR and JE models using an 18-year data set from a migratory
bird. Our simulated and empirical data suggest acceptably minimal bias in survival, fidelity
or reported mortality probabilities estimated from JE models. Even a small amount of
recapture information provided adequate structure for JE models, except when reported
mortality probabilities were <0.10. We recommend that practitioners should collect
both recapture and recovery data where possible to improve inference in demographic
research. We emphasize the importance of recapture data for practitioners who might
recapture, but not record such events in the pursuit of marking “new” individuals. We also
recommend continued evaluation of bias, and the sensitivity of parameter estimates to
sparse data arising from low encounters of either live or dead individually-marked animals.
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